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PREFACE 
 
 
 
A mathematical biology depends on a rule-based approach; one that includes a well-
crafted strategy for obtaining the best results.  As we begin to define this new research 
landscape, rules can be very helpful in assembling discovery platforms for the life 
sciences by addressing standardization, validity, integration, prediction, and 
accountability.  This book of rules suggests a pathway to a mathematical biology based 
largely on biological data, mathematics, and technology.  Each rule is stated, explained 
with examples, discussed, and summarized with a list of advantages and caveats.   
 
Biology consists of many interconnected and self-renewing parts arranged within a 
hierarchy of size.  The arrangement is a curious one, wherein parts are contained within 
parts and where a given part may contain many similar or different parts likewise 
divisible into smaller parts.  Here, the challenge becomes one of figuring out how to 
study these parts in such a setting with the goal of figuring out how everything works.  
There is, however, a small problem.  As soon as we try to study these parts, their 
properties change in response to our intrusions and we end up increasing the complexity 
of an already complex task.  Given the magnitude of this undertaking, one quickly 
discovers that mathematics and technology become our only options.   
 
Biological parts arranged hierarchically behave in unusual ways that will not - at first - 
seem the least bit obvious.  Did you know, for example, that to study a part one has to 
know at least three things about it - its volume, mean volume, and number.  This means 
that each part comes with its own equation: Volume = meanVolume x Number.  Why is it 
useful to know this?  In a dynamic system, the parts are forever changing their volume, 
mean volume, and number, but at different times and in different directions.  Imagine 
this.  Put one part inside another part and now we have two interacting equations, one 
running as a subset of the other.  By continuing this process up and down the hierarchy, 
we end up with a vast network of interacting parts and equations.  Within this framework, 
a laboratory experiment becomes a portion of that network and when its results are added 
to the literature, they contribute a local piece to the global puzzle.  In effect, a 
mathematical biology requires a comprehensive strategy for assembling and solving 
biological puzzles – big ones and small.           
 
The good news is that we have reached a point in our story where we can introduce a set 
of standards and rules for studying these parts.  The central challenge for the reader will 
be to discover the fundamental importance of biological organization, biochemistry, 
molecular biology, stereology, mathematics, and relational databases in building a 
mathematical biology – not as individual disciplines but as a unified hybrid science.  
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1.  CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
 
 
Rule 1. Treat biology as a mathematical entity, one subject 
to the laws of nature. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
This is the pivotal rule, one that allows the remaining rules to fall logically into place.  
On closer inspection, however, the rule also gives us license to press the reset button and 
begin a new game.  Consider, if you will, what really happens in our laboratories.   
 
Whenever we run an experiment, two largely independent games are launched – one 
orchestrated by us the other by biology.  Our research goal often consists of looking for 
changes in one or a few variables, wherein the measure of success often depends on an 
ability to detect such changes and to discuss their probable causes and implications.  In 
contrast, biology plays a far more challenging game.  It must recognize the mischief 
created by our experiment and then figure out how to design and implement an 
appropriate response.  Whereas our goal may be a successful publication, biology’s goal 
may extend from making a few minor repairs to fighting for its very survival.  Not 
surprisingly, these two games come with different rules and different outcomes.  Biology 
plays according to the rules of nature, whereas most of us have been trained to play 
largely by man-made rules that often define a descriptive and semiquantitative biology.  
What does this tell us?  As long as we continue to base our research on assumptions and 
semiquantitative methods, we will be playing the game but not playing to win.  
 
Continuing the gaming analogy above, I would argue that we – as scientists - are playing 
the small game.  In contrast, biology must always play the big one.  However, things can 
change.  A data-driven biology offers us the option of also playing in biology’s league, 
but only if we are willing to play by nature’s rules.  Consider the difference.  Instead of 
merely finding a change in one or a few variables, we can enjoy the privilege of watching 
biology craft ingenious solutions to an endless string of bewildering problems.  
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Here is the key question.  When biology changes, what really changes?  Everything.  
Guided by the steady hand of mathematics, our research methods can imitate real-world 
biology by allowing everything to become part of a common mathematical process.  
Quantitative methods can replace semiquantitative ones and our quantitative data can 
become connected and coherent with those of biology.  Why should we be willing to 
settle for less? 
 
But, can we explore biology as a mathematical science without being overwhelmed by a 
tangle of equations?  Yes, of course we can.  All we have to do is tap into the organizing 
principles of biology and let them work for us.  This Rule Book outlines the strategy of 
such an approach, wherein the rules become the stepping-stones to discovery. 
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2. SAMPLING 
 
 
 
Rule 2. Use unbiased sampling methods. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Unbiased sampling methods guarantee that every part (structure) under consideration has 
an equal chance of being sampled.  This applies to parts of all sizes, ranging from 
macroscopic to microscopic – from organisms to molecules.  A sample becomes 
representative only when it faithfully reflects all the parts of interest in the parent 
structure.     
 
The point of unbiased sampling is to obtain a representative sample that can be 
extrapolated back to the original material.  Such procedures provide dependable 
quantitative data.  The method of sampling, however, determines what information can 
be recovered.  Homogenization provides an unbiased sample, but the process forfeits 
most of the structural information and we are left largely with global (total) data.  In 
contrast, sectioning intact structures forfeits one dimension of information that must be 
recovered with serial section reconstructions or stereological methods.  In both cases, an 
adequate recovery depends on the validity of the experimental equation and on the data 
used to evaluate it.   
 
Let’s look at some examples of homogenization and tissue sectioning.    
 
A. Homogenization (Structural Order Minimized): The structural integrity of the 
original object containing the parts of interest is lost by the homogenizing process.  
Typically, this is the standard reductionist approach to studying molecules, wherein parts 
are separated and isolated.   
 
A part – or a collection of parts – can be homogenized and an aliquot taken for analysis.  
Such an aliquot represents an unbiased sample, provided the data can be extrapolated 
back to the original material.  In practice, the assay is repeated several times and the 
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average taken.  If the homogenate is fractionated, then the rules of analytical fractionation 
apply, wherein both recoveries and balance sheets will be needed to extrapolate the data 
(De Duve, 1974).  Isolating parts and relating them to a mg of protein of the isolate 
cannot be expected to satisfy the unbiased sampling requirement. 
 
Advantages   
 

1. Access to molecules: Homogenizing biological material provides access to 
molecules originally sequestered in structural compartments.   

2. Convenient counting of molecules: By extracting the molecules and suspending 
them in solution, their concentration can be determined using some type of an 
optical density (OD) measurement; absorbance, transmission, intensity, lumens, et 
cetera.   

3. Automation: Analyzing the large data sets now being created by experiments in 
genetics, molecular biology, and biochemistry have been well-served by 
automating OD measurements. 

4. Formation of data ratios:  One of the best sources of order in biology can be 
found in relationship of one part to another.  When two parts (e.g., molecules) are 
related to the same reference phenotype (a volume, surface, mg protein, gram of 
tissue, et cetera), the reference phenotype cancels, leaving a dimensionless ratio.  
Forming such a ratio also minimizes methodological bias and animal variability – 
provided the sampling is unbiased. 

 
Caveats 
 

1. Forfeits structural information:  Whenever the structural location of a molecule 
becomes lost by homogenization, the ability to reconstruct the activities of that 
molecule in the original tissue also becomes lost.  Recall that changes in a 
molecule of interest – located at one or many structural locations - will be 
detected as a single, total value and cannot be referenced to its biological 
reference unit (the cell) – unless the number of cells is known. 

2. Restricts biological engineering:  Engineering biology (reverse and forward) 
depends largely on structural information located throughout the biological 
hierarchy of size.  A homogenate – by definition – no longer contains such 
information.  Under these conditions, forward engineering will require a step-by-
step identification of all the connections and stoichiometries – molecule-by-
molecule.  In such a setting reverse engineering becomes problematic because of 
the wholesale absence of structural information.    

3. Introduces ambiguity:  An optical density represents a concentration, namely, 
the number (N) of particles (e.g., molecules) contained within a unit of reference 
volume (V) or surface (S):  

 
OD = N/V or  
OD = N/A.   
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In biology, an optical density – by itself - reflects an event that can be influenced 
by events occurring both in the numerator and denominator of the concentration 
ratio and in the equation of the experiment.  Recall that the reference phenotype 
(the containing volume or surface) is expected to be unique for each experimental 
setting.  Therefore, optical densities – as isolated units of information – can 
quickly become ambiguous.  Recall that a change or difference detected with an 
optical density can be the result of changes (increases or decreases) that occurred 
in the numerator, denominator, or in both.  Moreover, optical density data may be 
subject to the Rule (#3), as it applies to cells. – and to Rule (#4).   

 
B. Sectioning or Slicing (Structural Order Maximized): The structural integrity of the 
original object is largely retained in that sectioning accompanied by designed-based 
sampling methods produces unbiased samples without the need for homogenization.  This 
can provide a reliable source of data.  Molecules, for example, identified in sections with 
immunocytochemical methods can be quantified with stereological methods. 
 
Advantages   
 

1. Provides ready access to all parts (structures):  This supports a mathematical 
biology in that all the parts can be quantified and connected throughout the entire 
biological hierarchy.   

2. Allows engineering (reverse and forward):  Data collected from sections 
(labeled and unlabelled) can contribute importantly to reverse and forwarding 
engineering.   

 
Caveats 
 

1. Unknown biases: Tissue preparation, sectioning, staining, and section thickness 
can contribute unknown biases.  Often, practical strategies exist for minimizing 
the effects of many biases (see previous reports; Bolender, 2001-2006).   
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3. HIERARCHICAL PARTS 
 
 
 
Rule 3. Characterize a part with three variables. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Hierarchical parts become inseparable because they combine to produce the emergent 
properties fundamental to living systems.  Experimentally, this means that we can take 
the part out of the hierarchy, but not the hierarchy out of the part.  This principle of all 
parts being connected lies at the heart of a mathematical biology.    
 
A biological part is defined by a volume, which in turn is defined as the sum of the 
products of the numbers and mean volumes of the parts contained within:   
 
Vpart = ∑(meanVpart x Npart) . 
 
This nested arrangement of the parts defines the hierarchical properties of a biological 
system.  When characterizing a part or detecting a change in a part, these three variables 
become inseparable and together represent a basic structural and functional unit.  
Separating these variables or using one of them in isolation often leads to a 
semiquantitative result. 
 
Advantages   
1. Eliminates ambiguity:  To make sense out of biological data in a hierarchical 

setting, we need to know how the parts are being packed into the spaces we are 
quantifying.  If our data reference is a unit of volume or weight, then a total estimate 
coming from that reference unit depends on the parts contained therein.  For example, 
the number of parts that can be packed into a unit volume depends on their mean 
volume.  How does this relate to counting molecules in a cuvette?  The rule 
generalizes across disciplines.  Typically, optical density data coming from a cuvette 
are related back to unit volume or weight of the starting material using the dilutions 
(see example in Puzzle 1: Counting Molecules, Bolender, 2005).  If the molecules 
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were originally contained within cells, then the three variable rule would be applied 
to the cells.  The complete results of an experiment would include the number of 
molecules per reference unit, per average cell, and per total cells.    

 
Caveats 
1. Data Availability: Using three variables to characterize a biological part is currently 

not a common practice in most biological disciplines.  
2. Data Downgrade: In biology, the loss of structural information or the separation of 

the three variables often leads to semiquantitative results. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS AS EQUATIONS 
 
 
 
Rule 4. Design experiments in biology as balanced 
hierarchy equations. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
An experimental design consists of a hierarchy equation that when evaluated yields a 
single variable result, V, S, L, or N.  All experiments – in vivo and in vitro – can be 
expressed mathematically as one or more equations.  The equation represents the 
question, and the variables - collected in the laboratory or selected from databases – fuel 
the answer.  Plucking an intermediate concentration out of an equation and using it solely 
to detect a change will more often than not cause the experiment to collapse into a 
semiquantitative state. 
 
Hierarchy equations enforce reference phenotypes.  A reference phenotype refers to the 
internal composition of a part, be it the total part or a unit thereof.  They play a key role 
in canceling when an equations is evaluated.  For example, a unit volume of a cell (Vcell) 
– the reference phenotype in Vmitochondria/Vcell - is compatible with the volume of that 
cell compartment (Vcell/Vorgan) contained within an organ.  The same applies to the 
volume of the organ (Vorgan).  This occurs whenever the data come from the same 
preparations.  Notice that the color-coded reference phenotypes will cancel.   
 
Vmitochondria = Vorgan x Vcell/Vorgan x Vmitochondria/Vcell 
 
See Rule #6 for additional examples of hierarchy equations. 
 
A. Reductionist Model: The reductionist model seeks to avoid the complexity of the 
biological hierarchy.  It assumes that an experimental question can be answered more 
effectively by selecting a few variables and ignoring all the rest.  Reductionist models 
often rely on isolation and purification methods and are employed in most biological 
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disciplines, including stereology, biochemistry, and molecular biology.  By taking things 
apart, however, the reductionist model completes only half of the job and we are left with 
the consequences of this unfinished effort – a collection of unrelated parts and often a 
semiquantitative biology. 
 
Advantages 

1. Established model: Represents the theory structure upon which much of modern 
biology rests. 

2. Well-defined purpose: Supports a change model. 
3. Provides access to parts: Supports most biochemical methods that include cell or 

tissue homogenization followed by methods for isolating specific parts – usually 
molecules. 

   
Caveats 

1. Hierarchical order is lost: Obscures the importance of connections. 
2. Unrealistic: Ignores complexity. 
3. Faulty assumptions: Interpretations of biological tend to follow the standard 

chemistry model wherein concentrations serve as the primary – and often 
exclusive - source of control and experimental data.  Comparing concentration 
data introduces ambiguity because the reference variables (denominator) quickly 
become unstable in an experimental setting (see Rule #2). 

4. Incomplete hierarchy equation: When an experiment is designed as a hierarchy 
equation, all the important variables (data) are clearly identified.  In the absence 
of such a design, many essential variables (data) may be missing.  This can lead to 
an incomplete result and the unfortunate downgrade to a semiquantitative status.      

 
 
B. Connection Model: The connection model embraces complexity.  It shows how all the 
biological parts and activities are interconnected and operate by rule.  Moreover, it uses 
standard procedures to show that all the parts and connections can be captured with 
equations.  The connection model emulates reductionism by taking things apart, but 
finishes the job by putting them back together.  Since this can be done mathematically, it 
offers a working solution to the problem of forward and reverse engineering biology. 
 
Advantages 

1. Optimizes data: Minimizes bias and animal variability. 
2. Universal format: Standardizes data from all disciplines to a uniform format (the 

data pair). 
3. Single location: Stores all data as data pairs and decimal repertoire equations in a 

single database table. 
4. Points become equations: Assigns each data point (data pair; Y/X) to a decimal 

repertoire equation having an r2 close to one. 
5. Makes connections: Integrates data mathematically within and across disciplines. 
6. Quantifies order: Defines connections in biology mathematically as a 

stoichiometry, consisting of ratios of small whole numbers – the biological 
blueprint.  
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7. Discovery platform: Defines a Universal Biology Database. 
8. Efficient searching: Decimal repertoire equations, because of their order and 

connections, offer a very efficient way of finding patterns – particularly in very 
large data sets where rapid filtering and sorting can become important.  

9. Discovery tools: Creates new discovery platforms for mathematical biology. 
   
Caveats 

1. Resource intensive: Assembling and maintaining databases (Stereology 
Literature Database; Universal Biology Database) can become a challenging, 
expensive, and labor-intensive operation. 

2. Size constraints: The value of these databases becomes largely a function of size 
– the bigger the better. 
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5. OPTIMAL DATA 
 
 
 
Rule 5. Use single variable data types to report results. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Biology offers surprisingly few things to measure (or estimate).  The principal ones 
include volume (V), surface (S), length (L), number (N), and weight (W).  Over the 
years, however, we have translated these simple data types into thousands of derived data 
types, many of which represent or include concentrations.  Therefore, it would not be 
unfair to suggest that the published data of biology consists largely of man-made 
constructs.  More often than not, these constructs include noise coming from our data 
collecting methods (biases and errors) and from experimental designs that - on closer 
inspection - tend to be semiquantitative.  In contrast, biology runs a first-rate 
mathematical operation and to study it we need similar theory, tools, and data.   
 
Let’s begin by grouping our data into two general categories: biological and man-made.  
Biological data include the types of things that biology constructs (parts), what it controls 
(parts), and what it changes (parts).  For the purpose of our discussion here, the 
descriptors of these will include volume, surface, length, number, and weight.  
Derivatives of these basic data types will be designated as man-made.   
 
When we wish to play by biology’s rules, then our best choice of a data type would seem 
to be a biological one – not an artificial stand-in.  Consider this.  What is the likelihood of 
biology using a mg protein reference as a way of controlling the number of molecules in 
a part?  Probably near to or at zero.  If true, does this disqualify molecular data related to 
a mg of protein?  Certainly not.  Instead, it tells us that we can expect better performance 
from our mg protein data by returning them to their biological roots.  This can be 
accomplished by canceling the mg protein variable – within the framework of an 
equation.   
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By dividing two different molecules related to exactly the same mg protein, we obtain a 
dimensional ratio – the familiar data pair of the repertoire equations: 
 
(Nmolecule i / mg Protein) / (Nmolecules j / mg Protein) = Nmolecule i / Nmolecule j  , 

 
where mg Protein = mg Protein.       
 
Notice that the experimental result is now free of the mg protein reference, along with all 
the unwanted baggage associated with this reference.  
 
Forming data rations works beautifully for control and experimental data individually, 
but not when comparing control to experimental data.  Why?  If a change has occurred, 
the mg protein reference will not cancel because the source of the mg protein in the 
control is not the same as the one of the experimental.  They represent two distinctly 
different reference phenotypes.  A change invariably changes the origin of the mg 
protein.  Recall that the rules for dealing with concentrations in biochemistry are the 
same as those already discussed for biological stereology. 
 
(Ni experimental) / mg Protein) / (Nj control / mg Protein) ≠ Ni / Nj , because  
 
mg Protein (experimental) ≠ mg Protein (control).       
 
This takes us back to an important point.  In biology, concentrations (or densities) 
represent raw data that must be refined or eliminated before attempting a data 
interpretation.  This refining process requires an equation wherein the concentration 
becomes one of the variables used to evaluate the equation.  By treating the mg protein 
reference as a means to an end, but not the end, we can get exactly what we want – valid 
data. 
 
Sometimes, it’s easier to understand a troubling concept by simply looking at it from 
another perspective.  Let’s try this approach with our mg protein reference.  If we wish to 
use a mg of protein as a reference when comparing control and experimental data, what 
must be true?  The mg of protein would have to behave as a constant, wherein a mg of 
protein was always the same – no matter when or where we measured it.  All protein 
would have to come from exactly the same parts in the same proportions and be detected 
similarly with the protein assay method.  What is the likelihood of this ever happening?  
Again, close to zero.  But this is only a partial answer.  Even more ambiguity lurks 
beneath the surface.   
 
Consider this.  If we collect data (e.g., Ni , a count of some molecule i) from both 10 and 
20 grams of tissue and relate them to a mg of protein, will we get the same result?  Yes, 
of course, the two estimates will be statistically indistinguishable.  Here is the ambiguity.  
If these data are the same, how do we know which one came from the original 10 or 20 
gram sample?  Unless they were labeled as such, we couldn’t tell.  If we call the 10 gram 
sample the control and the 20 gram sample the experimental, then would we miss the 
100% increase?  Yes, if we related our results to just a mg of protein.  The only way we 
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would detect this increase would be to relate our concentration data (Ni / mg Protein) 
back to the total protein of the original tissue: 
 
Ni = W(gram tissue) x (mg protein/gram tissue) x (Ni / mg protein).  
 
By reducing a two variable result (Ni / mg protein) to that of a single variable (Ni), the 
ambiguity disappears.  If you still need more convincing, try running some of the 
simulators included in earlier software packages (Bolender, 2001, 2005).   
 
Let’s take another look at this mg of protein reference.  The amount of protein in a 
sample can be determined with a spectrophotometer, using a protein assay that quantifies 
the presence of specific amino acids.  In turn this optical density value is compared to a 
reference curve based on a known concentration of a standard protein solution such as 
bovine serum albumin (BSA).  For example, the Lowry assay detects the presence of  
three amino acids: argenine, serine, and phenylalanine (Lowry, 1951). 
 
Do all proteins have the same amino composition as BSA?  No.  Does this fact introduce 
noise and ambiguity into the mg protein reference? Yes.  Can the proteins being produced 
in all the cell types in the control and experimental samples - including those of our 
immediate interest - influence a milligram protein reference?  Yes.  What does this mean?  
It can produce noisy data.   
 
Is it important where we take our aliquot for our protein assay?  Yes.  If we begin with a 
cell or tissue homogenate, then an aliquot taken from a well-mixed sample will give us an 
unbiased estimate for the mg protein reference.  However, straying from the homogenate 
creates new problems.  If the cells or tissue are fractionated - or in some way purified – 
then obtaining an unbiased sample becomes problematic unless we obey the rules of 
analytical fractionation (De Duve, 1974).  However, anyone with hands on experience 
knows that the amount of protein left in a fraction after centrifuging depends critically on 
how the supernatant is decanted.  Add to this the unpleasant truth that in any purification 
technique, contaminations routinely come from other cell types and from other cellular 
and tissue compartments.  In short, one can identify a host of biases – real and 
realistically expected - for the mg protein reference. 
 
The point of this mg protein discussion is not to diminish the value or importance of this 
universal reference, but rather to suggest that it can be used more effectively in the 
framework of a mathematical biology.  We already have two simple, but effective 
solutions to the mg protein problem: (1) allow the mg protein reference phenotypes to 
disappear mathematically by canceling terms in the experimental equation and (2) divide 
pairs of data related to the same mg protein reference phenotype, and again letting the mg 
protein reference cancel out.  In both cases, we are left with data largely free of the 
ambiguity and bias attached to a mg protein reference.  Notice that these solutions are 
tidy, easy, and give quantitative data.     
 
Summary: Whenever biological data are expressed as a concentration, be aware that the 
variable in the numerator and the one in the denominator come from a specific 
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phenotype.  When a change occurs, both variables can be expected to change because the 
phenotype changes.  In other words, a unit of reference volume, a gram of tissue, or a mg 
of protein cannot behave as constants because they are variables in an experimental 
setting.  Indeed, every data reference represents a unique phenotype, reflecting a vast 
repertoire of control and experimental states available to cells, tissues, and organs.  
Understanding this point is of great importance because it becomes fundamental to 
constructing a robust mathematical biology.  Missing this point will make it very difficult 
for research biology to escape from it current semiquantitative state.   
 
Advantages   

1. Reduces data ambiguities:  Single variable outcomes allow changes and 
differences to be detected unambiguously.   

2. Provides access to biological data: Discovery in biology becomes a far easier 
task when we follow the rules of biology – rather than making up rules for our 
own convenience.   

 
Caveats   

1. Data recovery: Upgrading concentration data presents a formidable task because 
of the sheer size of the literature.  
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6. INTERPRETATIONS 
 
 
 
Rule 6. Interpret quantitative data with equations. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The data we collect experimentally represent loose variables that need to find their way 
into equations before they can be interpreted.  Equations therefore become our principal 
vehicles of exploration and the mathematical patterns they uncover represent discoveries.  
This rule applies to local and global levels, allows hierarchical scaling, and supports 
connection and engineering models.   
 
The procedures being used by biology to build, use, store, organize, add, remove, and 
repair its parts ultimately define the information space we – as scientists - are trying to 
explore and understand.  This continues to be a difficult space to navigate because it is 
quite large and subject to many interacting forces, including flexibility, redundancy, 
feedback, and optimization.  In other words, a biological solution to a given problem 
reflects a dynamic interaction between the existing conditions and the options open to the 
genome.  In such a setting, how do we ask meaningful questions?   
 
Our research can be likened to an exercise in communication.  Allow me to explain.  
When we do an experiment, to whom or to what are we speaking?  If we talk to the wall, 
then we can expect a muted response and perhaps a few chuckles from our colleagues.  
But, you might ask “What can walls possibly have to do with biology?”  Perhaps, more 
than you might imagine.  The next time you referee a paper or grant application begin by 
looking for the conversation.  Are the authors talking to biology or are they talking to a 
tube, dish, well, gel, blot, mg protein, gram of tissue, section, et cetera?  To answer this 
question, simply write the equation of their experiment.  You will be amazed by what you 
discover. 
 
Now let’s look at some examples of interpreting quantitative data with equations. 
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1. Data pair equations: By forming a ratio of two biological parts, the proportion of 
one part to another can be quantified.  Moreover, forming ratios can minimize 
bias and animal variability and sometimes recover quantitative data from 
semiquantitative sources.  

2. Decimal repertoire equations: Two parts, X and Y, can be fitted to regression 
curves that have coefficients of determination (r2) close to one.  In effect, this 
allows otherwise isolated data points to be expressed as equations.  In turn, these 
equations allow us to integrate data coming from many different papers and 
disciplines and to look for analogies.  The reward for transforming our data into 
equations becomes a platform for viewing the inner workings of biology.  
Examples include repertoire equations, biological blueprints, design codes, 
connection matrixes, and exponential summary equations.  

3. Hierarchy equations: Parts embedding in parts can be defined hierarchically 
with equations.  These equations become very useful because they can return 
isolated research data to their original biological context.  In effect, they offer an 
entry-level solution to the problem of hierarchical complexity.  They can also 
define – explicitly - all (most) quantitative experiments in research biology.      

4. Network equations:  Decimal repertoire equations can be combined to form 
networks capable of forward and reverse engineering.   Here the limiting factor 
becomes the content and size of the database. 

5. Cluster analysis: Multivariate analysis can group data pairs into patterns similar 
to those identified with decimal repertoire equations.  Moreover, the results can be 
presented graphically as trees (dendrograms).   

6. Simultaneous equations:  One of the advantages of solving pairs of equations 
simultaneously is that it gives us access to information that otherwise cannot be 
obtained experimentally.  The method seems well suited to biology because such 
equations also identify optimal outcomes.         

7. Hybrid Hierarchy equations: A hybrid hierarchy equation is one that integrates 
the data of different disciplines by applying the rules of a mathematical biology.  
In effect, it allows us to fill in most of the missing dots identified earlier in the 
Keeping Score Table (Bolender, 2006). 

 
Overview: An experiment can be designed as a set of hybrid hierarchy equations, 
using a rule-based approach.  Unbiased samples are collected with a modified 
fractionator and subsequently analyzed using standard techniques of stereology 
and biochemistry/molecular biology.  The approach allows molecules to be 
counted with a standard biochemical method and then to be interpreted within the 
framework of an in vivo setting.  Effectively, this is the answer to the puzzle this 
year, as given on the website (enterprisebiology.com) and quoted below. 
 
Puzzle 4 - Problem: “How can we connect an optical density (concentration) – 
measured in and referenced to a tube, dish, well, section, chip, or gel – to 
something biological using equations populated with data coming from 
unbiased sampling methods?  In short, how do we connect molecular biology to 
the rest of biology mathematically by following biological rules?”   
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In effect, the puzzle is asking for a solution to the problem of transforming a 
largely semiquantitative discipline into a quantitative one.  In other words, can 
molecular biology become quantitative in a biological setting (in vivo) by obeying 
the rules of the biology game?  The solution to Puzzle #4 suggests that it can.       
 
To solve the puzzle, all of the following must be true. 

• All data types come from the same design-based sampling methods. 
• All data types come from the same animals and parent structures. 
• All data types belong to the same hybrid hierarchy equation(s). 

 
Puzzle 4 - Solution: Recall that the fractionator is a design-based method that 
collects stepwise a small but unbiased sample from a parent structure and then 
counts exhaustively all the cells (i.e., nuclei) contained within the final group of 
samples, using the disector counting method (Gunderson et. al., 1988).  The 
method produces an unbiased estimate for the total number of cells (Ncell) in the 
parent structure that is independent of any swelling or shrinking of the tissue that 
may have occurred during the preparation procedures.  Although the fractionator 
can give us a total cell count, such a dimensionless value represents an isolated 
piece of data that needs a hierarchy equation to reconnect with biology.  This can 
be accomplished by knowing the volume the original structure and the volume 
density of the cells in that structure.  Fortunately, the fractionator can be modified 
to give the volume of the structure (Bolender and Charleston, 1993) and 
stereological point counting supplies the volume density.  This avoids having to 
add a separate method (Cavalieri or displacement) and a second set of animals 
that would only add noise to the results.  Moreover, the solution to the puzzle 
requires that we collect all experimental data from the same group of animals.   
 
The hybrid hierarchy equation for counting molecules with biochemistry and cells 
with stereology is a follows. 
 
Nmolecules,structure = Vstructure  x  Vcell/Vstructure  x  Nmolecules/Vcell   
 
Notice that it is just a familiar hierarchy equation, which we can unfold to give us 
a better view of the biology. 
 
The basic hybrid hierarchy equation: The equation below contains enough 
information to detect a change – in an in vivo setting - in the number of molecules 
and to identify the cellular sources of the change.  It also generates a remarkable 
piece of information, namely the molecular concentration (Nmolecules/Vcell), that can 
serve as a gold standard for developing and testing quantitative methods in 
biochemistry, molecular biology, and immunocytochemistry. The volume of the 
cell (Vcell ) is unfolded as the product of the mean cell volume and number 
(meanVcell x Ncell).    
 
Nmolecules,structure = Vstructure  x  (meanVcell x Ncell)/Vstructure)) x  Nmolecules/Vcell   
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Now let’s identify the source of each variable. 
 
Variable Expression Source 
Nmolecules,structure  Biochemistry – method of 

choice 
Vstructure  Stereology – optical volume 

fractionator 
meanVcell From Vcell/Ncell where  

Vcell = Vstructure x Vcell/Vstructure 
Stereology – optical volume 
fractionator and point counting 

Ncell  Stereology – optical volume 
fractionator 

Nmolecules/Vcell From  
Nmolecule (biochemistry) / Vcell (stereology) 

Biochemistry + Stereology 

 
Note that the total number of molecules (Nmolecules,structure) in the parent structure 
can be estimated using a standard biochemical assay.  For example, this can 
include converting an optical density value - measured in a cuvette – to the total 
number of molecules present in the parent structure.  Of course, any method that 
gives an unbiased estimate for the total number of molecules can be used. 
 
Experimental Procedure: Recall that a fractionator samples a structure by cutting 
it into pieces – by rule – and then selecting a small but representative subset.  In 
effect, this method of sampling can be likened to a solid dilution.  The same 
method is repeated when collecting a tissue sample for biochemical analysis.  
Indeed these two fractionators can be run simultaneously, one for stereology and 
the other for biochemistry.  Simply begin with two random starts – applied to the 
same parent structure.  When extrapolating a molecular count made in a cuvette 
(e.g., an optical density) to the total number of molecules in the parent structure, 
both the liquid (serial) and the solid (fractionator) dilutions become part of the 
extrapolation equation.  In effect, the hybrid hierarchy equation gets the data for 
its variables from this double fractionator.  If immunocytochemistry becomes part 
of the experiment, then a third fractionator can be added.  All three fractionators 
would therefore come from the same parent structure.   
 
Advantages   

1. Data integration: When data coming from different disciplines are 
collected from the same parent structure and serve as variables in the same 
hybrid hierarchy equation, they become integrated mathematically. 

2. Gold standard: Notice that the numerical density of molecules 
(Nmolecules/Vcell ) in the basic hybrid hierarchy equation can be found by 
dividing the total number of molecules (biochemical assay) by the total 
number of cells (stereological assay).  For example, this expected 
concentration can serve as a gold standard for calibrating any standard 
laboratory method that generates concentration data.  These methods can 
include optical measurements (e.g., densitometry and fluorescence) taken 
from labeled sections, gels, blots, et cetera.        

3. Quantify molecules at multiple locations: When the total number of 
molecules in a parent structure and the relative distribution of that label in 
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sections (estimated with optical scanning) are known, then a quantitative 
molecular distribution can be estimated. 

  
Caveats   

1. Untested method: An experiment designed to test the effectiveness of a 
hybrid hierarchy equation has never been run.  Until someone puts it to the 
test, it remains hypothetical.   
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7. GOLD STANDARDS 
 
 
 
Rule 7. Validate methods and data with gold standards. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
A gold standard serves as a reference that can validate a method, procedure, or result.  It 
is also a method, procedure, or result that is widely accepted as being the best available. 
 
Stereology, biochemistry, and molecular biology are all fully capable of producing gold 
standards and such standards offer a broad range of solutions in a mathematical biology.    
 
A. Test the validity of current experimental methods and data 

1. Semiquantitative methods: Semiquantitative exists somewhere between non-
quantitative and quantitative, not necessarily at the halfway point.  The downside 
of all semiquantitative methods is the almost irresistible tendency to interpret the 
data they produce in quantitative terms.  When stereology serves as the gold 
standard, the validity of a semiquantitative method can be tested rigorously (see 
Rule #19).       

2. Model-based methods: The model-based methods of experimental biology 
include assumptions that are often convenient, but not necessarily realistic. 
Examples include selected sampling, counting methods that assume spheres, and 
unstable references.  In contrast, design-based methods are largely free of such 
assumptions and can often serve as gold standards.  Examples include the disector 
and fractionator (see Rule #2).  

3. Detecting change: Change in a biological system occurs as a complex interaction 
among many parts and is therefore both difficult to detect and interpret correctly.  
Hierarchy equations based on stereological principles can routinely serve as gold 
standards for detecting change (see Rules #4 and #9). 

B. Test the validity of future experimental methods and data 
1. Biochemistry and molecular biology: The data of these disciplines frequently 

become downgraded to a semiquantitative status because they are isolated from 
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the biology they are trying to study or they cannot fulfill the requirements of 
unbiased sampling (see Rules #2, #4, and #11).  When combined with stereology, 
however, they can also serve as gold standards (see Rule #6).    

2. Immunocytochemistry:  The hybrid hierarchy equation can be used to generate a 
gold standard for immunocytochemistry (see Puzzle #4 of Rule #6).        

 
The following conditions apply. 

• Write a hybrid hierarchy equation for the experiment. 
• Collect all data types from the same parent structure using optical volume 

fractionator sampling. 
• Collect three individual samples from the same parent structure by running 

the fractionator three times. 
i. Fractionator #1: Collect tissue for the biochemical analysis. 

Estimate the total number of immunolabeled molecules in the 
structure. 

ii. Fractionator #2: Use the optical volume fractionator to estimate the 
volume of the parent structure and the total number of cells.; apply 
point counting to estimate the volume density of the cells of 
interest. 

iii. Fractionator #3: In immunolabeled sections, use an optical density 
method to quantify the amount of label present. 

 
The Hybrid Hierarchy Equation and Gold Standard: Start with the basic hybrid 
hierarchy equation for counting molecules of Rule #6.  
 
Nmolecules,structure = Vstructure  x  Vcell/Vstructure  x  Nmolecules/Vcell   
 
Solve it for the molecular numerical density (i.e., the molecular concentration) to 
get the expected molecular concentration (Nmolecules/Vcell (expected)) – the gold 
standard.   
 
Nmolecules/Vcell (expected) = Nmolecules,structure / {Vstructure  x  Vcell/Vstructure)}  
 
Now apply an immunocytochemical method to tissue sections, collect optical data 
with an appropriate detector, and express the results as an optical density.  
Convert the optical density into an observed molecular concentration (Nvobserved).   
 
Compare the expected to observed values: 

• to test the validity of a current immunocytochemical method,  
• to improve the accuracy of a current or future method, or  
• to develop correction factors:   

Correction factor for immunocytochemistry (cfi) = Nvexpected / Nvobserved . 
The correction factor can then be used to estimate the number of 
molecules from a measured numerical density (via an optical density). 
 
Nmolecules,structure = Vstructure  x  Vcell/Vstructure  x  (cfi x Nmolecules/Vcell)). 
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Experimental Procedure: Counting immunolabeled molecules in a section is 
analogous to counting molecules biochemically in a cuvette.  The variables 
include cuvette path length (section thickness), concentration of molecules and 
reactants (labeling density; label penetration into the section), reaction time 
(incubation), blank (background), et cetera.  Perotti et al. (1982) have already 
tested such an approach for cytochrome oxidase. 
 
The experimental model described above extends the one described in Puzzle #4 
of Rule #6.  It simply adds a third random start to the fractionator to collect 
samples for the immunocytochemical sections.  By applying gold standards 
coming from biochemistry and stereology, the hybrid hierarchy equation offers a 
quantitative approach to immunocytochemistry.  
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8. CONNECTIONS 
 
 
 
Rule 8. Connect data across the biological hierarchy 
algebraically. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Biology is constructed as a hierarchy of size wherein parts are embedded within parts.  
This turns out to be a wonderfully convenient arrangement because it allows us to 
connect all the parts across all hierarchical levels algebraically.  In effect, we can capture 
biology with networks of equations.  Stereology allows us to access information about 
these parts by collecting data from sections, returning these data to the original dimension 
(3D), and providing robust mathematical links across the entire hierarchy.  For example, 
the number of molecules in a parent structure such as an animal, organ, or cell is found 
by connecting the molecular counts – measured as a concentration – through a series of 
algebraically connected compartments back to the parent structure.  To test the validity of 
the experimental design, all we have to do is write the equation and check the units and 
reference phenotypes.  To be balanced correctly, the units on both sides of the equal sign 
must be equal and all the reference phenotypes must cancel out.  Color-coding identifies 
the units and phenotypes that cancel. 
 
N(molecules) = V(parent) x Vi/V(parent) x Vj/Vi x Vj/Vk … x Nmolecules/Vz  
 
Notice that the units cancel. 
 
N(molecules) = cm3 x cm3/cm3 x  cm3/cm3 x  cm3/cm3 … x  cm0/cm3  
 

cm0  = cm0  = OK 

 

Notice that the reference phenotypes (rp) cancels. 
 
N(molecules) = rp x rp/rp x  rp/rp x  rp/rp … x  cm0/rp 
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cm0  = cm0  = OK 
 
Observe that the equation is written – from left to right – first as a large part (cm3) and 
then unfolded into a smaller part (cm3 to cm3/cm3).  The process continues step-by-step 
down the biological hierarchy of size until we reach the concentration of molecules 
(cm0/cm3).  Data at each hierarchical level provide information about what’s happening at 
that level.     
 
Advantages 
1. Confidence: An equation tells us exactly what we need to know before we can get 

the information we want.  The experimental process consists of collecting the named 
variables and then using them to evaluate the equation of the experiment. 

2. Continuity: Connections can define explicitly and unambiguously the downstream 
outcomes of gene expression, et cetera. 

 
Caveats 
1. Entrenched model: The reductionist model is well established as the principal 

experimental model in biology.  It does not enjoy the many advantages of a 
connection model. 

2. Data in the wrong place: A connection model requires standardized research data 
stored in a relational database.  In effect, it identifies biology as a database science.  
Unfortunately, most biology disciplines store their data in scientific journals – not in 
databases.  
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9. CHANGE 
 
 
 
Rule 9. Use hierarchy equations to detect differences or 
changes in a part. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Detecting a biological change correctly requires a hierarchy equation (Rule 4), data 
characterizing the parts (Rule 3), and a single variable outcome (Rule 4).  The variables 
of the hierarchy equation should be unfolded far enough to explain the results.  This often 
includes expanding the volume of a cell compartment into a mean cell volume and a cell 
number: 
 
Vcell = meanVolumecell x Ncell.      
 
When looking for a difference or change, always avoid the temptation of comparing 
densities or concentrations.  The reward for such an indiscretion is a quick trip to the 
concentration trap where such data will quickly become prey to the canny eye of an 
informed reader.  Why? 
 
In comparing a control to an experimental density (or concentration), the denominators 
fail to cancel because the biological contents of the reference volume (or area) are 
distinctly different; to wit, they characterize different reference phenotypes.  The fact 
that both denominators are related to the same standard unit of reference volume or 
surface area helps, but one is still an apple and the other an orange.  Think of it this way.  
If, for example, the control and experimental reference spaces were always equivalent, 
then the single variables (V, S, L, N) and the concentration variables (V/V, S/V, L/V, 
N/V, et cetera) should always produce exactly the same results.  In other words, we 
would expect the agreement to be 100%.  In fact, when we make the comparison using 
control and experimental data collected from the literature of biological stereology, 
agreement often turns out to be less than 50% (see the Concentration Trap, Bolender, 
2007).  Indeed, densities or concentrations – of any kind – represent complex data and in 
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most cases should be considered ill suited for detecting a difference or change – except 
when they are part of a hierarchy equation.  Even the most sanguine critic is likely to 
conclude that a success rate of less than 50% suggests a woeful shortfall in an 
experimental design. 
 
Let’s consider the biology.  A control and experimental animal represent two different 
phenotypes, when a change has occurred.  Individually, they present a complex set of 
solutions unique to their immediate situation and resources.  Although we know how to 
detect a change correctly, how much can we expect to learn about a highly complex 
response by observing the behavior of one or a few variables?  The answer is probably 
less than we would like.  In earlier reports, for example, we observed that change adds 
new levels of complexity by alternating between two dynamic states: non-equilibrium 
and equilibrium (Bolender, 2004).  To interpret a given change, we must know exactly 
where we are within the complex process producing the change.  In stereology, this can 
be done quite easily by writing equations and keeping track of all the relevant variables.  
This is a far cry from comparing two concentrations wherein the denominators of 
concentration ratios rapidly become unstable (i.e., different) as the phenotype changes.   
 
Advantages 
1. Complexity is under control: Changes detected with properly balanced hierarchy 

equations provide valid results by avoiding the pitfalls that can occur with isolated 
concentration data. 

2. Know when to ask a question: Timing an experiment – specifically – to track events 
that occur during the transition or plateau stages provide different but equally useful 
information. 

3. Detect hierarchical changes: Change can be expressed as a stack of decimal 
repertoire equations that can be compared to analogous parts in the controls. 

  
Caveats 
1. Too little information: Detecting changes in one or a few variables provide limited 

information about an event or process in biology.  Restricted data sets invariably offer 
few insights into the workings of a complex system. 

2. Data lacking: Detecting a change in vivo requires single variable outcomes (V, S, L, 
or N), but such data can be quite difficult to find in the current literature of 
biochemistry and molecular biology. 

3. Too many negatives: Is it possible to detect a biological change confidently with a 
semiquantitative method?  No.  Can semiquantitative data be used to access the 
mathematical core of biology?  No.  Can semiquantitative data contribute importantly 
to a mathematical biology?  No. 
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10. BIAS AND ANIMAL VARIABILITY 
 
 
 
Rule 10. Minimize experimental bias and animal variability. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Research data typically contain unknown amounts of methodological bias and animal 
variability.  Bias can be difficult to identify and quantify because the sources are so 
numerous and varied.  This means that experimental data points can be noisy enough to 
obscure their rule-based origins.  Animal variability expressed as body size and 
phenotype contribute additional noise to our data.  We have two effective ways of dealing 
with these limitations.  Put the troublesome data into an equation where they can cancel 
out or form data pair ratios – separately for control and experimental data – and then look 
for differences in the connection patterns. 
 
Hierarchy equations: The phenotype of a part is the same as the phenotype of a unit of 
volume – of that same phenotype.  This allows the phenotypes to cancel, as well as the 
data units (e.g., cm3). 

 
Vcell = Vorgan x Ncell/Vorgan 
 
Data Pairs: There must be at least two different parts (X, Y), both of which are related to 
exactly the same reference phenotype.  Eliminating a reference phenotype requires a two-
step cancellation procedure.  The data units must cancel (e.g., cm3/cm3=1) and so must 
the reference phenotype (what’s inside a cm3 of the numerator/what’s inside a cm3 of the 
denominator).  The result is a dimensionless ratio.   
 
Y/X = (Y/Vi) / (X/Vj) when Vi = Vj  
 
Y/X ≠ (Y/Vi) / (X/Vj) when Vi ≠ Vj  
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Seeing the big picture: A key difference between data in the physical and biological 
sciences is the way we define the reference variable of concentration data.  In the 
physical sciences, for example, equations allow us to follow events occurring within a 
standard unit of volume such as a cm3.  In this case, we find the following to be true 
because the numerator behaves as a variable and the denominator as a constant.  Here we 
require only a single cancellation step.  
 
Y/X = (Y/cm3) / (X/cm3) = Y/X, because cm3/cm3 = 1. 
 
Consider the case for the biological sciences.  In a concentration (Y/X), the numerator 
behaves as a variable but the denominator behaves two ways at the same time – as a 
constant (cm3) and as a variable (reference phenotype).  This creates a dilemma in that a 
failure to understand this somewhat perplexing point diminishes the value of our data by 
allowing them to slide unwittingly into the concentration trap and become 
semiquantitative.   
 
In biology, events occur in biological units – organs, tissues, cells, cell organelles, and 
molecules – not in geometric units.  The contents of a cm3 of biological material can 
change and frequently do.  Consider the potential sources of bias in a cm3 of cells.  If the 
cells shrink, then it will take more cells to fill the cm3.  Conversely, if the cells swell, it 
will take fewer.  In the former case, measurements in the numerator will be coming from 
more cells, whereas in the latter case the same measurements will come from fewer cells.  
What does this mean?  If you’re trying to count molecules in a cm3 (or some other unit of 
reference volume), you end up with a biased and semiquantitative result because with so 
many variables in play the data cannot be interpreted unambiguously.    
 
Advantages 
1. Minimizes bias and animal variability:  Data pairs can reduce both bias and animal 

variability by removing the reference phenotypes.  Taken together, these 
improvements effectively open pathways to the mathematical core of biology. 

2. Improves data dependability:  This improvement has been shown to be sufficient 
for reverse and forward engineering (Bolender, 2005).  

 
Caveats 
1. Residual effects: Bias and animal variability can be minimized, but not eliminated. 
2. Average data:  Averaging data across several animals obscures unique events 

occurring in individuals.  Why?  Each animal comes with a unique phenotype because 
it is the product of a genome and an environment.  
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11. COUNTING MOLECULES 
 
 
 
Rule 11. Treat optical densities as numerical densities 
when designing experiments. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Optical densities (OD) can estimate the number of particles (molecules in our case) 
contained with in a unit of reference volume (V) or area (A).  As such, they are 
equivalent to the familiar numerical densities of stereology: N/V and N/A.  This means 
that an optical density represents but one of several variables in an equation designed 
specifically to look for a change in the number of molecules.   
 
Hierarchy equation: Hierarchy equations can be written for in vivo and in vitro 
experiments.  They were introduced earlier as simulations in Puzzle 1: Counting 
Molecules (Bolender, 2005).  Note that an OD can be expressed as numerical density 
(N/V), using the conditions of the assay method. 
 
Intact Tissue 
N(molecule,organ) = V(organ) x Vv(cell/organ) x Nv(molecule/cell)  
 
Tissue Homogenate 
N (molecules,organ) = V(homogenate) x dilution x OD(molecules/reference) 
 
Note that the two equations above can give unbiased estimates for the absolute number 
(N) of molecules in an organ. 
  
Data pairs: Alternatively, pairs of optical density data can be used to form data ratios 
when the two measurements are related to exactly the same biological reference 
(reference phenotype) and when unbiased sampling methods were applied (preferably 
design-based sampling).  Recall that design-based methods guarantee unbiased sampling, 
but not necessarily unbiased estimates (Bolender, 2005). 
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Control Data Pairs 
ODmolecule A (control) / ODmolecule B (control) = N molecule A (control) / N molecule B (control) 
 
Experimental Data Pairs 
ODmolecule A (experimental) / ODmolecule B (experimental) = Nmolecule A (experimental) / Nmolecule B (experimental)    
 
Observe that the following equation cannot be evaluated because the reference 
phenotypes will differ importantly if a change has occurred (see the concentration trap; 
Bolender, 2007).   
 
ODmolecule A (experimental) / ODmolecule B (control) ≠ Nmolecule A (experimental) / Nmolecule B (control)    
 
Advantages 
1. Simplicity: OD data are easy to collect and widely used. 
2. Access:  Molecules can be readily quantified in sections, homogenates, fractions, and 

isolates.  
3. Data Pairs:  Data pair ratios (Y/X) can be formed from OD data when both the numerator 

and denominator share the same reference phenotype.  
 
Caveats 
1. Incomplete data: Methods used to assay molecules typically result in the loss of 

structural information.  Loosing their structural connections often isolates such data. 
2. Lowered resolution: When the methods begin with homogenization, global 

information is available, but usually not local. 
3. Recoveries: When recoveries are less than 100%, an unknown sampling bias will 

exist. 
4. Semiquantitative: When molecular counts are not related back to the original parent 

tissue or cells, the data become semiquantitative – particularly when comparing raw 
optical densities in an experimental setting.  Recall that optical densities are 
concentrations that represent only one of several intermediate terms in the hierarchy 
equation of an experiment.  However, all or most experiments in biology can be 
expressed as one or more hierarchy equations.     
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12. COMPLEXITY 
 
 
 
Rule 12. Simplify complexity by unfolding complex 
equations into simpler ones. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Biology builds its parts from molecules and then assembles them into larger and larger 
parts that eventually define an organism.  Initial simplicity progresses to a final 
complexity.  However, the decimal repertoire equations tell us that simplicity is 
maintained throughout the building process, as evidenced by the ubiquity of linear 
equations.  We also know that pairs of the same structures can be related to one another 
in more than one proportion.  This means that we can inadvertently introduce complexity 
– and much confusion – into our results by combining data having distinctly different 
proportions.  Since we now know that differences in the same data pairs can occur both 
globally (across the literature) and locally (within a given paper), the repertoire equations 
become a very effective tool for managing a broad range of complexities.   
 
Each biological part contains many smaller parts and is itself part of a larger part.  
Quantitatively, all these parts can be connected with hierarchy equations.  In turn, these 
equations can form networks, allowing us to drill up to take the broader view or drill 
down to ponder the specifics. 
 
Drill Up 
Vmitochondrion/Vcell x Vcell/Vorgan x Vorgan = Vmi,organ 
 
meanVcell x Ncell = Vcell 
 
Drill Down 
Vmi,organ = Vorgan x Vcell/Vorgan x Vmitochondrion/Vcell 
 
Vcell = meanVcell x Ncell 
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Consider the possibilities.  If it can be shown that a given repertoire equation is linked to 
a specific cohort of genetic expression, then it may become possible to explain the results 
of an experiment in terms of specific genes.  Since the Universal Biology Database 
allows us to relate each data pair (Y/X) to a specific decimal repertoire equation, we may 
have a workable strategy for mapping parts to genes. 
 
Advantages 
1. Manage Complexity: Complex data can be unfolded mathematically into simpler 

forms.  This reflects the nature of a hierarchical system wherein parts are embedded 
within parts. 

2. Engineering, Prediction, and Diagnosis: When published data can be expressed as 
linear equations, they support a host of engineering goals – reverse, forward, 
diagnosis, and prediction.   

 
Caveats 
1. Available Data: Published data that can meet the data entry requirements of the 

Universal Biology Database are in short supply. 
2. Opportunities for Discovery: The effectiveness of the discovery process depends 

entirely on the amount of high quality data available in our research databases. 
3. Inaccessible: The biology literature lacks standardization and the data are often 

semiquantitative. 
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13. REVERSE AND FORWARD 
ENGINEERING 

 
 
 
Rule 13. Design experiments consistent with the goal of 
reverse and forward engineering. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Reverse (and forward) engineering biology requires large amounts of local and global 
data coming from all parts of the biological hierarchy.  However, these data must: (1) be 
quantitative, (2) meet the requirements of unbiased sampling, and (3) be the products of 
experiments based on correctly balanced equations. 
 
Currently, our primary fuel for engineering biology includes data, data pairs, and decimal 
repertoire equations – as found in the Universal Biology Database.  These data are highly 
effective because of their ability to predict outcomes based on largely linear equations 
with coefficients of determination approaching 1.0.   
 
What can biochemistry and molecular biology contribute to this engineering model – in 
terms of published in vivo data?  At first glance, this contribution appears to be limited.  
Since many in vivo studies fall short of the requirements listed above, unbiased and 
dependable counts of molecules in control and experimental settings do not seem to be as 
plentiful as one might wish.  This being the case, the greatest contribution will likely 
come from optical density data that can be used to form data pairs.  Although such data 
can qualify as quantitative, substantial amounts of absolute data (single variable data) 
from these disciplines will likely come from new generation of hybrid methods linking 
biochemistry and molecular biology to stereology (see Rule #6).  No doubt, this will 
prove to be a rewarding growth area for stereologists with colleagues in these 
biochemical disciplines.   
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How do we design experiments consistent with the goal of reverse and forward 
engineering? 

• Generate data with unbiased methods. 
• Design experiments as correctly balanced equations (hierarchy; hybrid hierarchy). 
• Generate data capable of forming data pairs. 
• Convert OD data into a molecular concentration with units that can be cancelled 

out in a hierarchy equation. 
 
Advantages 
1. Networks: Decimal repertoire equations can be assembled into networks of equations 

capable of forward and reverse engineering biological parts. 
2. Folding: Biological parts can be unfolded (reverse engineering) and refolded 

(forward engineering) with decimal repertoire equations 
 
Caveats 
1. High Risk Alternatives: Many methods in biology are semiquantitative and 

therefore do not lend themselves to exploring and solving complex problems that 
typically depend on robust mathematical approaches.  
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14. INTEGRATING DATA 
 
 
 
Rule 14. Integrate data within the framework of a 
Universal Biology Database. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
A Universal Biology Database uses data pairs (X,Y) to represent the relationship of one 
part to another as a ratio (Y/X).  This is proving to be a very useful construct because 
these ratios, which minimize biases and animal variability, can provide access to the 
mathematical core of biology.  The strategy behind this database is to assign each data 
ratio (Y/X) to a decimal step that can be characterized by a regression equation, 
displaying a coefficient of determination (r2) approaching 1.0.  This tells us that the data 
points either fall directly on the regression line or are very close to it.  In turn, this allows 
us to use such equations to predict a value for a ratio very close to the original value.  It 
also allows us to use the database to look up the equation of a given data pair point.  This 
two-way interaction between points and equations provides a foundation for developing 
and testing models for diagnosis and prediction – even in the absence of very large data 
sets. 
 
Integration of data from different disciplines occurs by forming data pairs (ratios) and 
storing them in the same database table.  Here, reasoning by analogy kicks in.  Data pairs 
sharing similar proportions may reflect a shared origin, a shared response, or something 
else of interest.  Data pairs seem to be the one thing that all disciplines can contribute to a 
universal database.  
 
One of the principal routes to discovery – in any science – is an ability to write equations 
that can be solved for unknown variables.  By including structural and functional data in 
the same equations, for example, we can discover things that otherwise would be far 
beyond our reach.  Here the strategy becomes one of using the strengths of one discipline 
to support another, or of combining the strengths of both to unravel deeper levels of 
complexity.  Solving simultaneous equations, for example, can be an effective way of 
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interpreting mathematical relationships of structure to function.  Recall that such a 
solution is analogous to linear programming, a method for finding optimal solutions.   
 
Advantages 
1. Find Analogies:  Including data of all disciplines in the same database table creates 

unrivaled opportunities for finding analogies.  By sharing the same decimal repertoire 
equation, the data automatically become grouped by mathematical analogy.   

2. Find Relationships:  By sorting biological parts as ratios, finding relationships of 
structure to function becomes a quantitative process.  

3. Integration:  Quantitative relationships of structure to function create new forms of 
information from the biology literature. 

 
Caveats 
1. Incompatibilities:  Parts collected from in vivo and in vitro sources represent 

different phenotypes and therefore may not be compatible.  A similar limitation also 
seems to exist for the data of transgenic animals, wherein both local and global 
patterns can different importantly from their controls. 

2. Limited Data Entry: To be effective, data must meet strict data entry requirements.  
Such requirements cannot be met when data are irreversibly semiquantitative or when 
unbiased sampling methods were not used.    
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15. MATHEMATICAL PHENOTYPES 
 
 
 
Rule 15. Look for biological patterns with mathematical 
phenotypes. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
A mathematical phenotype characterizes a biological part quantitatively, be it local or 
global.  In effect, it represents a mathematical fingerprint of the contents of a part or of a 
unit volume of that part.  The Universal Biology Database stores the basic building 
blocks of the mathematical phenotypes as data pairs and decimal repertoire equations.  In 
addition, the data pairs can be analyzed with cluster analysis to generate phenotypes that 
can be displayed graphically as dendrograms (Bolender, 2007).  Earlier, the solution to 
the hippocampus puzzle showed how we could reverse and forward engineer a part of the 
brain using local and global phenotypes (Bolender, 2005). 
 
Mathematical phenotypes encourage us to rethink our basic experimental models.  What 
is ultimately more useful to know, the change in a few isolated variables or the 
connection pattern of a phenotype in health, disease, or experimental exposure?  In a 
complex system characterized by many interacting variables, the phenotype would seem 
to be the more promising choice.  If we understand the mathematical pattern of a 
phenotype in health, then when a new phenotype emerges from a disease or exposure our 
comparisons can be both local and global.  Recall that the important product of a complex 
system is what emerges from all the participating variables, not from just a few selected 
ones. 
 
Using mathematical phenotypes to explore biology can become a very powerful research 
tool.  Why?  We are beginning to discover that many different phenotypes are consistent 
with health and that a given disease or experimental exposure can have more than one 
phenotype.  This is what the decimal repertoire equations and the biological blueprints 
are already telling us.  When put to the test, these new research tools are providing valid  
and detailed information. 
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Advantages 
1. Reproducible and Robust:  A mathematical phenotype identifies the properties of a 

collection of biological parts quantitatively.  They can be found by sorting the main 
table of the Universal Biology Database or by analyzing data pairs with cluster 
analysis. 

2. Universality:  Mathematical phenotypes can be assembled at all levels of the 
biological hierarchy from all disciplines. 

3. Data Recovery: Mathematical phenotypes can be assembled from density and 
concentration (OD) data by forming data pairs. 

 
Caveats 
1. Data Entry Requirements: Although data coming from the stereology literature 

richly populate the first fourteen levels of the biological hierarchy, we continue to 
have relatively few contributions to molecules (level 15) and genes (level 16).  Why?  
The answer can be found in Table 4 of a recent progress report (Bolender, 2006).  
Recall that the table lists the minimum requirement for reverse engineering biology 
and that the columns for biochemistry and molecular biology were noticeably lacking 
in dots.   
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16. DIMENSIONAL CONSISTENCY 
 
 
 
Rule 16. When using section data, return 2D data back to the 
original 3D space before attempting interpretations. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Spatial dimensions live in different worlds.  Moving data between adjacent dimensions 
can be accomplished by doing serial section reconstructions or by applying stereological 
methods.  Is there an exception?  Yes, an area density (2D) is equal to a volume density 
(3D): A/A = V/V.  
 
A very common practice in experimental biology is to quantify structures in 2D sections 
and then interpret these finding as if they had actually occurred in three-dimensional cells 
and tissues.  Here the assumption is that whatever happens in two dimensions also 
happens in three dimensions.  Typically, the experimental data are expressed as an area 
density.  This can be the number of particles per unit of area (N/A), or an optical density 
measurement relating an amount of illumination, transmission, or absorbance of light to a 
unit of area (light/A) – or some variation thereof. 
 
When using such data to interpret a change, the investigator is faced with the hazard of a 
double ambiguity – one coming from the density data (concentration trap) and the other 
from being in the wrong dimension.  Expressing these hazards as equations hints at the 
untidiness of the reasoning behind such semiquantitative studies. 
 
Faulty Assumption 1: An area concentration is equal to a volume concentration. 
 
N(particles) / A(reference) = N(particles) / V(reference) = impossible, because: 
1 / cm2 ≠ 1 / cm3, A ≠ V, and 2D (cm2) ≠ 3D (cm3)  
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Faulty Assumption 2: The number of molecules counted in a section is equal to the 
number of molecules counted in the parent structure. 
 
N(particles) / A(reference) = V(reference) x {N(particles)/V(reference)} = impossible, 
because: 1 / cm2 ≠ cm0 and 2D (cm2) ≠ 3D (cm3) 
 
Think for a moment about what these equations are telling us.  To defend these 
semiquantitative approaches, we must change all the ≠ signs (does not equal) to = signs 
(equals) and be willing to accept the mathematical consequences.  This suggests that a 
semiquantitative biology depends importantly on breaking the rules of mathematics.  This 
is a prime example of playing the game, but not playing to win. 
 
 
Advantages 
1. Apples to Apples: Keeping the results of an experiment and the conclusions in the 

same dimension invariably leads to a more successful outcome.  
2. An Alternative Exists: For each semiquantitative method, there exists a fully 

quantitative alternative – most of the time.  If not, applying stereological theory can 
assemble a new one. 

3. Experimental equations:  Faulty assumptions become more difficult to overlook 
when experiments are expressed – explicitly – as balanced hierarchy equations. 

 
Caveats 
1. Semiquantitative to Quantitative: Stereological theory provides solid methods for 

moving data mathematically from one dimension to another.  Here the challenge for 
the investigator becomes one of learning how to apply these quantitative methods to 
their research programs.       

2. Disinterest: One of the most curious things about the faulty assumptions attached to 
semiquantitative methods is that they are often of little concern to authors and to their 
reviewers.  The biology literature is overflowing with such semiquantitative data. 
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17. STANDARDIZATION 
 
 
 
Rule 17. Report results that can be readily transferred to a 
database. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Biological data become far more valuable when stored in a relational database because 
they can be put to work.  They display a remarkable flexibility in that they can be 
reformatted to accommodate a variety of goals – limited only by our interests and 
imagination.  One quickly discovers that it’s a smart way of doing biology because it also 
allows us to manage complexity at many levels with surprising ease.  Indeed, our success 
and continued competitiveness as a productive research discipline may depend 
increasingly on our ability to do exactly this. 
 
For the most part, many of the papers one encounters in the stereology literature tend to 
be database unfriendly.  Numerical data are often scattered throughout the paper, reported 
only as graphs or percentages, and may not include enough technical information to 
evaluate the data and results.  Indeed, prepping a paper for data entry often resembles 
solving a puzzle instead of merely transferring data.  Better reporting benefits everyone.   
 
Suggestions 
1. Include all numerical data in data tables, accompanied by statistical tests (e.g., SD, 

SE, CV), reference phenotypes, units, number of animals, age, and sex. 
2. Include the equation(s) of the experiment(s) and report results with single variables 

(Rule #4).  
 
 
Advantages 
1. Information Shift: Databases – not individual publications – are likely to become 

our major sources of information in the very near future.  The power of information in 
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biology will come increasing from databases, not from single, isolated papers.  This is 
to be expected when dealing with a complex system. 

2. Standardization: Standardized reporting will increase the dependability of published 
data and simplify the task of data entry. 

 
Caveats 
1. Disruptive Technology: A shift in emphasis from journals to databases may create 

new challenges for publishers, particularly those that do not include research 
databases in their business models. 
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 18. UNIVERSAL DATABASES 
 
 
 
Rule 18. Design databases in harmony with the intrinsic 
order of biology. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
In designing databases, the working assumptions invariably influence the final product.  
If we start with the view that all information in biology is connected by rule and that 
organization is the key to finding mathematical order, then we will create a database with 
exactly these properties.  Designing a production database for biology capable of 
producing engineering quality data requires a series of solutions, none of which may 
seem the least bit obvious at the outset.  One can be quickly lulled into the belief that to 
be logical a database design must accommodate our current research strategies – 
specifically, those based on detecting changes within the framework of a reductionist 
model.  Indeed, such a database can be built and populated with data harvested from the 
biology literature.  One example is the Stereology Literature Database (Bolender, 
2001-2007).   
 
Regrettably, such a database offers little more than a convenient data catalogue and 
provides no useful access to the underlying mathematical core of biology.  Searching for 
mathematical patterns by fitting these catalogued data to regression lines becomes a 
largely fruitless exercise.  One simply ends up with a large collection of curves wherein 
the points rarely touch or juxtapose to the regression lines.  As a strategy for identifying 
robust mathematical patterns or engineering biology, this approach proved to be largely 
ineffective (Bolender, 2001-3).  Why?  Most biological data being published today are 
simply too noisy, being contaminated by unknown biases and dispersed by animal 
variations.     
 
A more rewarding approach to this literature database problem comes from 
understanding first what we must have and then figuring out how to get it.  Allow me to 
explain.  The intrinsic order of biology and the equations we need to engineer biology 
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have an important thing in common.  They can – and should – be captured as regression 
equations, having a coefficient of variation near to or equal to one (Bolender, 2001-
2007).  In other words, all the data points must either sit on the regression line or be very 
close to it.   
 
The secret to finding the mathematical order in biology is to use a standard database 
catalogue as a resource for developing new generations of derived databases.  This 
strategy works remarkably well and gives us exactly what we need – a Universal Biology 
Database.  Such a database effectively minimizes bias and animal variability, integrates 
data across disciplines by storing all data in the same table, translates data points into 
equations with r2~1 (decimal repertoire equations), defines a biology blueprint as 
connections with distinct frequency distributions, enhances the value of published data by 
increasing their flexibility, and allows reverse and forward engineering.  Indeed, 
operating within the framework of such a database, research biology becomes a 
surprisingly well-ordered discipline. 
 
Advantages 
1. One data table fits all: By entering research data into a single database table they 

become standardized and integrated across hierarchical levels and disciplines. 
2. Building blocks: A Universal Biology Database provides the raw material for 

assembling repertoire equations, mathematical phenotypes, and networks of data and 
equations. 

  
Caveats 
1. Limited resource: Data appropriate for data entry are in short supply, largely 

because of the widespread popularity of semiquantitative methods.   
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19. SEMIQUANTITATIVE DATA 
 
 
 
Rule 19. Recognize, avoid, and recover semiquantitative 
data. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Research data become semiquantitative when they fail to meet the standards of 
quantitative data.  These standards include unbiased sampling, mathematical 
accountability, and unambiguous outcomes.  Semiquantitative data, which exist 
somewhere between qualitative and quantitative, offer an unknown validity.  As such, 
they are likely to contribute little of importance to a mathematical biology.         
 
Recognize: The largest single source of semiquantitative data comes from the 
widespread practice of removing variables from a hierarchy equation and then using them 
independently as outcome variables.  The practice is widespread because investigators are 
largely unaware of the fact that essentially every experiment in biology comes with a 
built in hierarchy equation.  Moreover, data collected from sections and interpreted in the 
absence of serial section reconstructions or stereological methods likewise become 
semiquantitative (see Rule #14). 
 
Avoid: Experiments lacking a design based on a properly balanced equation invariably 
run the risk of producing semiquantitative data.  Although semiquantitative data can be 
used routinely to demonstrate significant differences, such outcome are often 
meaningless and of little practical value in a mathematical setting (see Rule #14).. 
 
Recover: Semiquantitative data can be the result of using quantitative data 
inappropriately.  By applying appropriate rules, substantial amounts of valid data can be 
recovered from the literature that might otherwise be labeled as semiquantitative (Rule 
#5).  For example, relating a volume, surface, length, or number to a gram of tissue or to 
100 grams of body weight effectively turns perfectly good quantitative data into a 
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semiquantitative concentration.  Of course, the absolute data can be recovered when 
organ and animal weights are reported.  
 
The table below illustrates examples of semiquantitative data, drawn from the biology 
literature.  Moreover, suggestions for recovering quantitative data from semiquantitative 
sources can be offered. 
 
 

Stereological Data (where X = V, S, L, N) 
        

Data Examples Data Type Spatial 
Units (e.g. 

cm) 

Reference 
Phenotype 

Semi-
quantitati

ve 

Quantitative 
Recovery 

Conditions 

V V Absolute cm3 V No None required  
S S Absolute cm2 S No None required  
L L Absolute cm1 L No None required  
N N Absolute cm0 N No None required  
meanV meanV Absolute cm3 V No None required  
meanS meanS Absolute cm2 S No None required  
meanL meanL Absolute cm1 L No None required  
meanN meanN Absolute cm0 N No None required  
        
X/Vref V/V, S/V, L/V, 

N/V  
Density or 

Concentration 
/cm3 Vref Yes X1 / X2 When Vref = Vref ; units = 

units 
ref phenotype = ref 
phenotype 

X/Aref A/A, S/A, L/A, 
N/A 

Density or 
Concentration 

/cm2 Aref Yes X1 / X2 When 2D data are 
transformed to 3D data and 
Vref = Vref 

X/100g body wt Specific 
dimensions 

Density or 
Concentration 

/g 
w = ρ x v 

100g body 
weight 

Yes X Remove the 100 gbw 
reference by multiplying 
the density value by the 
body weight and dividing 
by 100. 

X/g body wt  Density or 
Concentration 

/g 
w = ρ x v 

g body 
weight 

Yes X Remove the gbw reference 
by multiplying the density 
value by the body weight. 

X/g tissue  Density or 
Concentration 

/g 
w = ρ x v 

g tissue Yes X1 / X2 When Vref = Vref ; units = 
units 
ref phenotype = ref 
phenotype 
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Biochemical Data (where X = V, S, L, N, activity, units) 
        

Data Examples Data Type Spatial 
Units (e.g. 

cm) 

Reference 
Phenotype 

Semi-
quantitative 

Quantitative 
Recovery 

Conditions 

V V Absolute cm3 V No None 
required 

 

S S Absolute cm2 S No None 
required 

 

L L Absolute cm1 L No None 
required 

 

N N Absolute cm0 N No None 
required 

 

meanV meanV Absolute cm3 V No None 
required 

 

meanS meanS Absolute cm2 S No None 
required 

 

meanL meanL Absolute cm1 L No None 
required 

 

meanN meanN Absolute cm0 N No None 
required 

 

Optical Density 
ODVref phenotype 

 Concentration  mg protein, 
etc.  

Yes X1 / X2  
or X 

ref phenotype = ref 
phenotype or hierarchy 
equation 

X/mg protein  Concentration  mg protein Yes X1 / X2  
or X 

ref phenotype = ref 
phenotype or hierarchy 
equation 

mg/100gbw  Concentration  100 gbw Yes X1 / X2  

or X 
ref phenotype = ref 
phenotype or hierarchy 
equation 

mg/g  Concentration  g Yes X1 / X2  
or X 

ref phenotype = ref 
phenotype or hierarchy 
equation 

 
Note that the add data pair screen in the software package (Bolender, 2007) includes a 
drop down list for biochemical units, many of which include concentrations. 
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EPILOGUE 
 
 
 
If I gave you only one or two words from a very long sentence and then asked you to give 
me the complete sentence and to explain the shades of its meaning, you would cry foul 
and accuse me of being unfair.  Indeed, your objection would be perfectly justified 
because my request is an unreasonable one.  We are all well aware that words taken out 
of context can quickly loose their meaning. 
 
Curiously, this is exactly what we seem to be doing in the lab and yet no one raises even 
the slightest objection.  We run an experiment by pulling one or two variables out of their 
biological equation and then wonder why our results often can do little more than scratch 
at the surface of our questions.  In effect, we take these variables out of context and then 
expect them to tell us a believable story complete with a clever plot and a happy ending.  
Unfortunately, this doesn’t work.  Isolate variables from their equations and they can 
tell us very little.   
 
Biology is wonderfully successful because it knows the rules of the game and knows how 
to play the game to win.  It is an enormous enterprise, overflowing with a vast collection 
of local and global parts and brimming with emergent properties.  It is filled with 
amazing stories eagerly waiting to be read.  If a rule book can begin the long process of 
teaching the reader to read, then biology has every reason to be patient and remain 
optimistic. 
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